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Abstract 

 

Inhomogeneity of microstructure evolution in cold-rolled austenitic stainless steel after surface 

mechanical attrition treatment (SMAT) was investigated. A characteristic deformation pattern 

was obtained for all studied specimens. Selected areas were examined through X-ray diffraction 

(XRD) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Calculations of the α’-martensite volume 

fraction below the treated surfaces showed, that some of the studied areas are characterised by 

a few dozen percent different amount of α’-martensite phase. The performed finite element (FE) 

numerical analysis revealed, that the reason for this may be the presence of an air gap between 

the impacted material and fixation and also because of the relatively short high stress time 

duration due to surface inclination during the surface treatment. Annealing at 550 and 650 °C 

doubled or sometimes tripled the volume fraction of α’-martensite and formed Fe2O3 as well as 

Fe3O4, whereas annealing at 700 °C resulted in both disappearance of α’-martensite and in 

reduction of the oxides. 
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1. Introduction 

 



 Over the past decades, nanostructured and ultrafine-grained metallic materials have 

attracted considerable interest due to their remarkable improvement of mechanical strength [1–

6]. For this reason, they will probably find many applications in future structural engineering. 

A disadvantage of such high strength materials is their lowered plasticity. However, this 

problem can be solved using recently developed ultrasonic-assisted surface mechanical attrition 

treatment (SMAT) [7–10]. It allows to refine the microstructure only at the surface, preserving 

the plasticity of the core.  

In ultrasonic-assisted SMAT, spherical balls (steel, glass or ceramic) of relatively high 

hardness are placed in a vibrating chamber, which vibrates with a frequency from 20 Hz to 20 

kHz. A sample, which surface is going to be treated, is placed at the upper side of the chamber 

and impacted by a large amount of flying balls. The kinetic energy of the impacting balls 

induces high plastic deformation at the specimen’s surface resulting in grain refinement down 

to the nanometric scale without significant contamination or porosity [11,12]. Moreover, as 

opposed to conventional shot peening [13,14], in ultrasonic-assisted SMAT random directional 

impacts of the balls onto the sample surface facilitate the grain refinement process [7]. 

A nanocrystallised structure can be observed up to several tens of micrometers below 

the surface and, as the depth increases, a hardened transition zone is observed at the layer of 

about 200 μm depth characterised by a grain size gradient [8,15–17]. Such limited volume 

fraction of the refined grains restricts thickness of the sample that is going to be processed by 

SMAT to value of the order of 1 mm. A greater thickness of the sample would result in obtaining 

the relatively low volume ratio of strengthened after SMAT and initial microstructure. As a 

consequence, it would cause only minor strength enhancement. Subsequently, plates subjected 

to SMAT can be joined together using any suitable thermo-mechanical process, for instance, 

accumulative roll bonding (ARB) [18–20]. Such duplex technique allows to obtain multilayered 

materials for structural applications with enhanced yield and ultimate strength, while 

conserving an acceptable elongation to failure. However, the metallic samples limited to about 

1 mm thickness exhibit significant non-uniform change in shape during SMAT as a result of 

large residual stresses introduced by impacting balls (Fig. 1). These stresses can be compressive 

or tensile depending on the considered area. In the earlier reported investigations of SMAT, 

such deformation inhomogeneity has not been taken into account [9,12,16,18,20–25]. However, 

as it is showed in this work, it has substantial impact on microstructure of the treated material 

that will inevitably be reflected in the obtained mechanical properties. This inhomogeneity may 

also have meaningful influence on the bonding mechanisms during subsequent thermo-

mechanical processing affecting the quality of the final multilayered metallic material. In this 



paper, the microstructure evolution accounting for the inhomogeneity of plastic deformation 

during ultrasonic-assisted SMAT is studied.  

A special emphasis was placed on the study of the strain-induced α’-martensite, as it 

increases the work-hardening capacity and has substantial influence on ductility of steels [26–

29]. In order to evaluate the possible microstructural changes during thermo-mechanical joining 

process, annealing studies of SMATed plates were performed at similar temperatures, which 

are usually used in the second step of duplex technique. It allowed for observation of the 

relevant changes in α’-martensite volume fraction depending on the heat treatment parameters 

and the area of the sample under consideration. The amount of α’-martensite significantly 

increased after annealing at relatively high temperatures proving high thermal stability of this 

phase in the SMATed material. The thermal stability may influence the bonding mechanisms 

during thermo-mechanical joining process affecting quality of the multilayered metallic 

structural materials. 

The aim of this work is to investigate the conditions leading to inhomogeneity of plastic 

deformation in austenitic stainless steel after ultrasonic-assisted SMAT that can significantly 

affect the microstructure and mechanical properties of the treated material. The influence of 

non-uniform deformation on the volume content of α’-martensite has been studied. In order to 

investigate the stress distribution within the steel sample due to ball impact during SMAT, a 

finite element (FE) analysis was performed.  

 

2. Experimental procedure 

  

 The cold rolled 1 mm thickness sheet of AISI 316L austenitic stainless steel with initial 

grain size of 10 to 50 μm was used in the investigation. Its chemical composition is shown in 

Table 1. The temperature, at which 50% of the austenite transforms to martensite with 30% true 

strain Md30, the martensite start temperature Ms and the stacking fault energy (SFE) values for 

the considered material calculated according to equations based on the chemical composition 

are presented in Table 2. The SFE was calculated using the equation developed by Bavay [36]: 

 

)(%2.1)(%13)(%77)(%9.0)(%410)(%27.25 MnSiNCrCNiSFE        (1) 

 

Another used empirical equation is proposed by Schramm et al. [37]: 

 

                      )(%3.9)(%2.3)(%7.0)(%2.653 MoMnCrNiSFE                   (2) 

 



 

Table 1. Chemical composition of AISI 316L stainless steel (wt.%). 

Fe C Si Mn P S Cr Mo Ni N 

68.5 0.02 0.488 0.90 0.0315 0.0002 16.998 2.03 11.039 0.0287 

 

 

Table 2. Md30, Ms and SFE of the studied AISI 316L stainless steel calculated according to the 

equations of different authors. 

Md30, °C reference Ms, °C reference SFE, mJ/m2 reference 

-28.5 [36] -162 [38] 31.0 [36]  

3.4 [39,40] -150.9 [40,41] 49.1 [37,41] 

-73.8 [27,42]     

 

 For the experimental tests, 130 mm × 110 mm × 1 mm plates were cut. The plates were 

subjected to SMAT using 3 mm diameter 100Cr6 steel balls for 30 and 35 min at a frequency 

of 20 kHz. The samples have been treated in air at room temperature. The chamber dimensions 

allowed for treatment of the surface area of 85 mm × 35 mm. 

 

 

Fig. 1 The plate after SMAT (two sides: A and B).  

 

 To ensure possibly similar processing conditions for the surfaces of an individual plate, 

it seems necessary to apply alternative treatments during relatively short time periods. It means, 

that in every single step, a given surface is treated by a specified time, diverted to other side, 



and SMATed again over the same period of time until the target treatment duration for both 

sides is reached. The duration of surface treatment is progressively extended in consecutive 

steps to increase effectiveness of the process. The material strengthening allows for such 

operation. Such an approach should presumably allow for obtaining relatively comparable 

surface shapes for both sides of a sample. In reality, the stresses generated during multiple ball 

impacts were extremely high, to such extent that obtaining identical profiles for both surfaces 

wasn’t possible. Instead, an interesting characteristic deformation pattern has been observed 

similar for each processed plate. On one surface, a pair of convex area (CA) portions and a 

single concave valley (CV) were noticed (Fig. 1a), whereas on the other side, a pair of CVs and 

a single CA were observed (Fig. 1b). The deformed after the SMAT processing steel sample is 

shown in Fig. 1. The change in shape of any given surface starts to be clearly noticeable after 

about 5 minute treatment. At earlier stages of such treatment, the accumulated strain is relatively 

low and the shape of the processed plate is very similar to the initial one. One of the possible 

explanations of such behaviour can be rapid increase of α’-martensite volume fraction after 

about 5 minutes of SMAT. Although, the observed phenomenon needs to be examined in 

greater detail. Then, as the total treatment time increases, the distortion deepens and the level 

of deformation is stabilised after about 20 minutes. 

 The initial distance between the sample and the bottom of the chamber was 15 mm. As 

the plate started to deform, the distance began to change in various ways depending on the 

considered sample area. Finally, it reached about 12 mm from CAs and about 18 mm from CVs. 

The specimens representing above mentioned zones were cut from the plate and their surfaces 

were denoted as A1 for CA and A3 for CV, as can be seen in Fig. 1a. The opposite sides of the 

cut specimens were marked as B1 (opposite to A1) representing CV and B3 (opposite to A3) 

representing CA, as it is shown in Fig. 1b. Additionally, a specimen from the area localized 

between CA and CV was cut and the corresponding surfaces were marked as A2 (Fig. 1a) and 

B2 (Fig. 1b). These surfaces are inclined at about 45 degree relative to CA and CV planes. All 

specimens cut in such way were subjected to SEM and X-ray diffraction (XRD) investigation. 

 SEM observations were performed using a JEOL JSM-6460LV electron microscope at 

an accelerating voltage of 15 kV. The cross-sections of the samples have been subjected to 

reactive ion etching. 

A PANalitycal Empyrean diffractometer with copper radiation Kα = 1.5418 Å was 

employed to obtain the XRD patterns. The phase analysis was performed using ICDD (PDF-

4+ 2015) files. The quantitative phase analysis [43], refinement of the unit cell parameters, and 

the crystallite size determination [44] were conducted using a High Score Plus PANalytical 

software and was based on the Rietveld refinement [45,46]. Measurements were done directly 



on surfaces using the Bragg-Brentano (BB) and grazing incidence (GIXD, α = 3°) geometries. 

BB method allowed to study the average microstructure changes up to 7 μm distance below a 

surface. In GIXD the distance was exactly 0.72 μm, as the incidence angle α = 3° was applied. 

After the SMAT, the two phases were identified and the volume fractions of austenite (γ) and 

α’-martensite phases were calculated using Rietveld analysis. BB and GIXD methods allowed 

to determine volume fractions of γ and α’-martensite depending on the depth below the surface. 

 XRD analysis was also used to study specimens annealed at 550, 650 and 700 °C for 30 

minutes. For this purpose, the infrared furnace heater of high precision was employed. It 

allowed uniform heating of the whole sample due to no contact between the specimen and the 

substrate of the chamber. Moreover, the heater allowed for maintaining the right temperature 

precisely within +/- 0.5 °C limits. 

 The micro hardness measurements were performed at the cross-sections of the 

specimens below the SMATed surfaces using the Vickers micro hardness tester Nova 330/360 

Series. The indentation load was selected as 25 grams with a dwell time of 15 seconds. In order 

to obtain an accurate hardness profile, three indentations were applied at the same depth from 

the treated surface. Neighbouring indentations were separated by a distance of at least 25 μm 

to avoid erroneous measurements due to the affected plastic zone around an indent. 

 

3. Mechanism of grain refinement in austenitic stainless steel 

 

The mechanism of surface nanocrystallization has been studied for various austenitic 

stainless steel grades. One of the most studied grades is 304 SS, for which the grain refinement 

process is based on formation of the planar dislocations arrays and twins; on twin-twin 

intersections leading to grain subdivision and martensite transformation; and on formation of 

randomly oriented crystallites [47]. The SFE of 304 SS is rather low, hence the twinning based 

mechanism is likely to be dominant. The polycrystalline austenitic stainless steel studied in this 

work (316L SS) had significantly higher SFE (Table 2), favouring an expectation of the 

different grain refinement mechanisms. It has been reported recently, that nanocrystallization 

in materials with medium SFE may occur due to dynamic recrystallization and recrystallization 

twinning in shear bands. The ultrafine recrystallized grains are divided into cells being 

transformed into nanocrystalline grains by increasing misorientation under continuous 

deformation [48].  

  

4. Results and discussion 

 



4.1 The cross-sectional morphology 

 

 SEM observations of the steel morphology were made using the specimen cross-

sections. Fig. 2a-d illustrates the obtained microstructures under A1, B1, A2 and B2 surfaces 

subjected to SMAT for 30 min. Microstructures under A3 and B3 surfaces are very similar, 

hence they were not shown. It can be seen, that there are no significant differences in the cross-

sectional morphology between each of the surfaces of the treated steel sample. The noticeable 

changes of microstructure occur at areas situated about 100 μm below the surface, and are 

characterised by a large number of aligned deformation bands. As can be seen in Fig. 2a, the 

distance λ between the vast majority of deformation bands is below 1 μm indicating relatively 

high dislocation density. It was found recently, that dislocation density is responsible for the 

strengthening in SMAT processed microstructure [48]. The distance λ is similar at all depths of 

the investigated samples showing the effectiveness of the SMAT under the given processing 

parameters in terms of modification of stainless steel microstructure. The deformation bands 

are observed for the different slip systems. Slip bands mostly cross each other creating double 

slip band intersections, as indicated by white arrows in Fig. 2b, d. Similar slip band intersections 

were observed in the microstructure of 304 SS [49]. The nucleation of the α’-martensite phase 

takes place in such areas and also between intersections of shear bands or between slip bands 

and twins [30,31]. Its growth occurs by the repeated nucleation of new α’ embryos and 

coalescence [32]. Shear band intersections may be in the form of deformation twins, dense 

bundles of stacking faults or ε-martensite [33–35]. 

 



 

Fig. 2 SEM images of the cross-sections obtained from the samples after 30 min of SMAT and 

localised at CA (a), CV (b), at the inclined region localised between them (c-d) and at the 

sample centre between A1 and B1 (e), and also between A2 and B2 (f) surfaces. 

 

Although, it seems that the affected region is limited to a certain depth, the SEM 

micrographs taken from the centre of the samples revealed large areas of corrugated structure 

typical for all specimens (Fig. 2e-f). It is believed, that the corrugated structure was probably 

formed due to high material pressure acting from both surfaces towards the centre. Such 

structural changes are not observed in the regions localised between the corrugated centre and 

the surface, where there is an influence of high pressure only from the impacted surface. It can 



be concluded that corrugated structure is typically formed in the areas where high comparable 

pressure acts in opposite directions from both surfaces of the specimen. Such areas are located 

in the centre of the sample. 

Fig. 3 illustrates the cross-sectional SEM image of microstructure obtained from the samples 

subjected to SMAT for 35 min. SEM micrographs of the area below A2 (Fig. 2c) and B2 (Fig. 

2d) surfaces indicates, that microstructure is changed at the surface layer of up to 100 μm depth 

after 30 minutes of SMAT. However, relatively little longer processing time, such as 35 

minutes, resulted in over 50% increase of the affected depth for the area both under A2 (Fig. 3) 

and B2 surfaces. The microstructure illustrated in Fig. 3 is characterised by deformation band 

intersections. The results of Balusamy et al. [50] related to SMAT of 304 SS show that the 

affected region visible on optical and SEM micrographs reaches about 150 μm for 8 mm 

diameter balls, 50 Hz frequency of vibration and 60 minutes of SMAT duration. In other studies 

of Balusamy et al. [49,51], the optical micrographs of the same material are shown indicating 

that for the same frequency of vibration, 8 mm diameter balls and 15 minutes of SMAT duration 

the thickness of the deformed region decreased to 110 μm. Changing the diameter of the balls 

to 5 mm and setting the SMAT duration to 30 and 45 minutes resulted in obtaining of the 

modified surface layer correspondingly of 72 and 82 μm thickness. Further decrease of the ball 

diameter to 2 mm let to formation of 48 and 59 μm thick layers respectively after 30 and 60 

minutes of SMAT. Samih et al. [8] studied the affected depth of 316L SS after SMAT with 

various parameters, constant 1 mm diameter of the balls and 20 kHz frequency of vibration. 

The EBSD maps and the associated quantification of the geometrically necessary dislocation 

densities were employed to identify the deformed microstructure. The affected depth was 175 

and 220 μm after correspondingly 3 and 20 minutes of SMAT with 80 μm amplitude of the 

vibrating sonotrode. However, the results obtained using the mentioned powerful research 

methods allow to identify microstructure changes to a greater depth than from an optical and 

SEM micrographs. Hence, identification of the effected thickness from hardness measurements 

seems to be more appropriate for such comparison. Gatey et al. [52] studied the mentioned 

effects on 304L SS subjected to SMAT under 100 Hz frequency of vibration and 15 mm gap 

between the sample and the bottom of the chamber. The affected depth, determined by the 

hardness measurements, was 250, 250 and 330 μm respectively after correspondingly 15, 30 

and 60 minutes of SMAT using balls of 3 mm diameter. For 8 mm diameter of the balls and 60 

minutes of SMAT, the affected depth increased up to 430 μm. 

The SMAT processing parameters used in this work were different from those applied 

by the mentioned above researchers. The depth of the affected layer after 30 min of SMAT, 

identified using hardness measurements, was up to about 350 μm for 3 mm ball diameter, 20 



kHz frequency of vibration and 15 mm initial gap between the sample and the bottom of the 

chamber (Fig. 7). The similar results for 316L SS were obtained by Sun et al. [53] applying 

identical SMAT processing parameters.  

 

 

Fig. 3 SEM image of the cross-section obtained from the area A2 localized between 

CA and CV of the sample subjected to SMAT for 35 min.  

 

   

4.2 XRD measurements 

 

 XRD patterns taken from the untreated 316L stainless steel samples and from those 

subjected to SMAT for 30 min and localised at A1, A2 and A3 surfaces are presented in Fig. 4. 

The following two methods were applied for the analysis: BB and GIXD. They allowed for 

determination of the α’-martensite volume fraction at different depths. BB diffraction patterns 

represent average relative intensities to the depth of 7 μm, whereas GIXD (α = 3°) patterns 

represent relative intensities read out at 0.72 μm depth below the surface of the sample.  

 

 

 

 



 

Fig. 4 XRD patterns obtained from the samples subjected to 30 min SMAT in comparison with 

untreated material representing CAs, CVs and the inclined region localised between them 

beneath the A1, A3 and A2 surfaces respectively. XRD patterns were obtained using BB and 

GIXD (α=3°) methods. 

 

It can be seen in Fig. 4 that the highest intensity observed in the untreated material is 

from γ(220) planes. It indicates that the material was textured before subjected to SMAT. The 

intensity ratios of the randomly oriented austenite grains from γ(111), γ(200), γ(220) and γ(311) 

planes should be 1 : 0.5 : 0.3 : 0.3 respectively, which is significantly different from the 

corresponding ratios obtained for the material in as-received condition. SMAT influences 



formation of the randomly oriented nanocrystallites at the surface (Fig. 4, GIXD) and texture 

reduction at deeper layers (Fig. 4, BB). The mechanism responsible for this can be the grain 

boundary sliding and/or grain rotation, occurring in other severe plastic deformation processes 

[54] and leading to martensitic transformation and grain refinement. The phase analysis showed 

about 5% of ferrite in the untreated material. 

The relative intensities obtained by GIXD and BB methods clearly indicate that the 

volume fraction of α’-martensite decreases with depth. XRD patterns showed significant 

decrease in intensity from γ(220) plane after γ→α’ phase transformation. The α’-martensite 

intensities of α’(110) planes under A2 surface, which is identified as an inclined region localised 

between the CA and CV, are relatively lower in comparison with the corresponding intensities 

obtained for CA and CV regions. A similar phenomenon has been observed in the samples after 

35 minutes of SMAT. Furthermore, comparable effects are observed in the diffractograms taken 

from the samples localised under B2 surfaces (not shown). The corresponding α’-martensite 

volume fractions were calculated using Rietveld analysis of XRD patterns and are shown in 

Table 3. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 XRD patterns obtained for CVs localised at B1 surfaces after 30 and 35 minutes of 

SMAT. BB geometry was used. 

 

During the SMAT, three main processes occur at the top surface of the material, i.e. 

plastic deformation of the austenite γ, strain induced martensitic transformation γ→α’ and 



plastic deformation of the formed α’-martensite. The α’-martensite formation takes place at the 

expense of austenite grains of certain crystallographic orientations [55]. Fig. 5 illustrates the 

XRD patterns obtained for B1 surfaces after 30 and 35 minutes of SMAT. It can be noticed, 

that the relative intensity from α’-martensite α’(110) plane is significantly higher for longer 

processing duration. Consequently, the austenite peaks from γ(220) and γ(311) are smaller for 

35 minutes than for 30 minutes duration of the treatment. Moreover, the relative intensities from 

austenite γ(111) plane increased after the SMAT, which indicates the change in crystallites 

orientation. The relative intensity from the austenite γ(220) plane drastically decreased after the 

processing implying that: (i) the martensitic transformation primarily occurs at the expense of 

the grains with this orientation, (ii) the rotation of the γ(220) grains takes place causing initial 

texture reduction. 

 

 

Table 3. The α’-martensite volume fractions for A1, A2, A3, B1, B2 and B3 surfaces obtained 

using BB and GIXD geometry after 30 and 35 minutes of SMAT. Ferrite (α-phase) content of 

untreated material is included. 

 

Surface 

α’-martensite volume fraction 

(including α-phase), % 

30 min, GIXD, α=3° 

(depth – 0.72 μm) 

30 min, BB, 

(depth - 1 ÷7 μm) 

35 min, BB, 

(depth - 1 ÷7 μm) 

A1 25 13 18 

A2 19 10 14 

A3 23 12 18 

B1 23 16 22 

B2 31 11 15 

B3 20 14 21 

 

Table 3 presents the α’-martensite (including α-phase) volume fractions. In almost all 

of the studied regions for both processing time durations, the smallest α’-martensite volume 

fraction has been found in the inclined region under A2 and B2 surfaces. The results of the 

numerical analysis indicated, that it can be the outcome of the air gap presented between the 

impacted surface and fixation as well as the result of surface inclination (Fig. 8). Using GIXD 

geometry, relatively high volume fractions of α’-martensite have been found directly below B2 



surface after 30 minutes of SMAT. The origin of this phenomenon is not clear. Only 5 minutes 

longer SMAT generated a significant increase of α’-martensite content (about 40% on average) 

for all of the studied specimens in comparison with those produced under 30 minutes processing 

time.  

It is believed, that SMAT always generates beneficial compressive residual stresses [56–

59]. However, preliminary studies of γ and α’-martensite phases using g-sin2ψ method [60,61] 

have shown that depending on the specific area under consideration, the residual stresses may 

be compressive or tensile. The advantage of application of g-sin2ψ geometry is the constant 

penetration depth when interplanar spacings are measured for different orientations of the 

scattering vector. The approach allows for precise determination of the measurement region as 

opposed to conventional sin2ψ and ω-sin2ψ methods. Further extensive research is required for 

more detailed characterization of the residual stresses in such inhomogeneously deformed 

materials. The average crystallite size, obtained by BB method, for all specimens after SMAT 

was about 23 nm for austenite and about 33 nm for α’-martensite. 

 

4.3 XRD measurements after sample annealing 

 

 To evaluate the α’-martensite volume fraction after heat treatment, the specimens were 

annealed for 30 minutes at 550, 650 and 700 °C. The similar temperatures are often applied in 

subsequent thermo-mechanical processing of this material as part of duplex techniques in order 

to obtain multilayered metallic structural materials. The heating rate was about 200 °C/min. 

Subsequently, they were air- cooled to room temperature. Gauzi et al. have proved, analysing 

the results of isothermal measurements, that the α’-martensite progressively transforms to 

austenite during annealing and an increase of martensite volume fraction of the work-hardened 

austenitic stainless steel takes place after cooling to room temperature [62]. It has been shown 

that the presence of composition inhomogeneities can facilitate an increase of martensite start 

(Ms) temperature locally in the alloy-depleted zones in such way promoting the γ→α’ 

transformation.  

 

 



 

 

Fig. 6 XRD patterns obtained for CAs localised at A1 surfaces after 30 minutes of SMAT and 

30 minutes of annealing at different temperatures. BB geometry was applied. 

 

 Fig. 6 shows the X-ray diffractograms obtained for CAs after 30 minutes of SMAT and 

30 minutes of annealing at 550, 650 and 700 °C. The results of Rietveld analysis showed, that 

the α’-martensite volume fraction increased significantly after heat treatment and cooling 

(Table 4). The growth was more than three times larger at 550 °C and more than two times 

larger at 650 °C. Moreover, growth of the volume fraction of α’-martensite for annealing at 550 

°C was similar for A2 and B2 surfaces. However, it was more significant at 650 °C rather than 

at 550 °C for A2 and B2 surfaces. After heat treatment at 700 °C, the amount of α’-martensite 

was reduced to the level of un-SMATed material and about 5% of α-phase remained. The α’-

martensite volume fractions obtained for 316L after SMAT and 10 minutes annealing at 

temperatures below 550 °C were also studied by Roland et al. [9]. They have observed an 

increase in the amount of α’-martensite with an increasing temperature. Its volume fraction 

increased from about 15% after SMAT to around 17, 22 and 25% after annealing at 200, 300 

and 500 °C respectively. Furthermore, it has been noticed that the α’-martensite volume fraction 

significantly decreased after heat treatment at 700 °C that is in agreement with the results 

obtained in this work. 



The volume fraction of Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 was 10-20% and 1-2% respectively for all 

specimen surfaces treated both at 550 and 650 °C. After annealing at 700 °C, the Fe2O3 and 

Fe3O contents have been reduced to almost zero level.  

 

 

Table 4. The α’-martensite, hematite and magnetite volume fractions for A1, A2 and B2 

surfaces obtained using BB method after 30 minutes of SMAT and 30 minutes of annealing at 

different temperatures. 

 

Surface Temperature 

volume fraction, % 

α’-martensite  

(α-phase included) 

Fe2O3 Fe3O4 

A1 
550 °C 43 18 2.5 

650 °C 28 20 1 

A2 
550 °C 44 14 1 

650 °C 47 21 2 

B2 
550 °C 33 12 1 

650 °C 46 10 2 

 

 

 

 

 

4.4 Hardness measurements 

 

 In order to perform hardness measurements on the specimen cross-sections, a Vickers 

micro-hardness tester was used. The obtained results after 30 minutes of SMAT is shown in 

Fig. 7. It can be seen, that below the surface, the average hardness of the inclined region 

localised between the CA and CV is the smallest one that can result from lower α’-martensite 

volume fraction. The micro hardened surface layer depth is relatively high reaching about 350 

μm until the hardness decreased to the initial level.  

 



 

Fig. 7 Variation of cross-sectional Vickers micro-hardness beneath the A1, A2 and A3 

surfaces after 30 minutes of SMAT. 

 

 

4.5 Numerical modelling 

 

 Modelling of conventional shot peening is complicated due to involvement of the metal 

surface layer interacting with a large number of ball impacts [63]. Modelling of the ultrasonic-

assisted SMAT is even more difficult due to variations of the shot velocity and also because of 

the randomly directed impacts on the surface [64]. Therefore, the shot velocity during SMAT 

is generally assumed as a constant [58,65]. Moreover, modelling of the multiple impacts 

requires significant amount of both CPU time and operational memory. Hence, the simplified 

numerical analysis of a single ball impact on the material surface has been performed in this 

work. 

The FE two dimensional model was developed in order to estimate the stresses arising 

during single ball impact on the specimen surface. Three different cases were considered. The 

first case consider a ball impact onto A1 surface (Fig. 8a). The second one deals with the impact 

onto the surface inclined under 45 degrees relative to A1 and A3 planes (Fig. 8b). The third 

case examines the impact onto A3 surface (Fig. 8c). The air gaps similar to those observed 

during the experimental trials (Fig. 1) and appeared during SMAT between B1 (and B2) surface 

and fixation were introduced into the model (Fig. 8a, b). The typical ball impact velocity during 

SMAT is about 1-20 m/s depending upon processing parameters, such as the vibration 

frequency, the ball size and the distance between the sample surface to the balls [7]. Hence, the 

strain rate effects should be also considered in the analysis. For this reason, Johnson-Cook 

empirical constitutive relation has been applied in the numerical analysis to capture strain rate 

sensitivity of the metallic material [66]: 
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where  is the equivalent stress, A is the initial yield strength of the material at room 

temperature, B is the strain hardening coefficient, C is the strain rate sensitivity,   is the 

equivalent plastic strain,   is the plastic strain rate, 0  is the reference strain rate for a quasi-

static test and n is the work-hardening exponent. Due to lack of relevant data for 316L SS, the 

corresponding parameters relevant to the similar 304 SS were used in the investigation. The 

following parameters defining the constitutive equation have been applied for the modelling: A 

= 310 MPa, B = 1000 MPa, C = 0.07, 0  = 1 s-1, n = 0.65 [67]. The modulus of elasticity, 

Poisson’s ratio and density of the deformed material was assumed as 193 GPa, 0.25 and 7758 

kg/m3, respectively. For the purpose of the analysis, the ball was considered as a rigid body 

having 3 mm diameter and 10 m/s initial velocity, which are typical for SMAT with the given 

process parameters [25,68]. 

 

 

 

 



 

Fig. 8 The equivalent stress distribution predicted at the specimen’s cross-section during the 

ball impact on the A1 (a), A2 (b) and A3 (c) surfaces. 

 

 Fig. 8 illustrates the obtained numerically contour maps of the equivalent stress 

distributed in the corresponding cross-sections of the CA (Fig. 8a), of the inclined region 



between the CA and CV (Fig. 8b) and of the CV (Fig. 8c). The contour maps were obtained for 

each case at the time moment t, in which relatively high stresses start to appear in the material. 

The influence of modelled air gaps on the stress distribution within the material impacted by a 

ball is examined. The results presented in Fig. 8a and 8c, where the only difference is that there 

is an air gap in the first case, indicate that the stresses generated inside the material during single 

ball impact at an angle of 90 degrees to the surface are lower when such air gap is present. In 

Fig. 8a and 8b, the air gaps are present in both cases with the difference that the surface is 

inclined at an angle of 45 degree relative to CA and CV planes in the second case. Comparing 

the presented results, it can be noticed that the calculated stresses are little smaller for the 

inclined region at a time moment t than those calculated at CA. However, a significant 

difference in the calculated stress levels is observed after time Δt, which has been assumed 

equal in both cases, when the stresses generated in the inclined region are considerably reduced. 

From these considerations, it was learned that both the presence of air gaps lowering stresses 

and the relatively short time duration of high stresses due to the surface inclination, acting 

simultaneously, may contribute toward the observed experimentally lowering of the α’-

martensite volume fractions under the A2 and B2 surfaces. There is a large number of impacts 

from the balls with respect to the metal surface that takes place in the real SMAT process. Each 

impact induces notably smaller stresses for any inclined region. Therefore, the overall stress 

distribution in such areas will be significantly different compared to the one observed at CA 

and CV regions. 

 

 

 

 

5. Conclusions 

 

 Inhomogeneity of plastic deformation in cold-rolled 316L austenitic stainless steel after 

ultrasonic-assisted SMAT has been studied. In this work, a textured surface was taken into 

account. The detailed XRD investigation combining BB and GIXD geometries allowed for non-

destructive studies carried out at different material depths. Evaluation of the α’-martensite 

volume fraction in different areas of the treated specimens was the central point in the present 

study.  

 SMAT in combination with subsequent thermo-mechanical processing, known as 

duplex technique, can be used to produce multilayered metallic materials with superior 

properties. However, inhomogeneity of plastic deformation in the relatively thin plates after 



SMAT may affect bonding mechanisms during second subsequent step of the duplex processing 

affecting microstructure evolution around the interface. In order to produce high quality 

multilayered material, it is important to understand the influence of such inhomogeneous 

deformation, which was the subject of the current work. The following significant differences 

in microstructure depending on the specific areas under consideration and the treatment 

duration time have been noticed and discussed: 

 The inclined regions below the A2 and B2 surfaces are generally characterised by lower 

amount of α’-martensite. 

 Elongation of the SMAT duration time from 30 to 35 minutes caused about 40% 

increase of α’-martensite volume fraction at all considered areas. 

 The current studies indicated that the residual stresses may be either compressive or 

tensile depending on the specific area under consideration. 

 SEM investigations revealed large areas of corrugated structure at the centre of the 

samples typical for all specimens.  

 The numerical analysis showed, that presence of air gaps between the impacted material 

and fixation and also relatively short high stress time duration due to surface inclination 

favoured overall stresses reduction in the material during the ball impact, which can be 

the reason for the observed reduction of α’-martensite volume fraction. 

 Annealing at both 550 and 650 °C caused considerable increase of α’-martensite phase.  
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